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1 Agenda
Wednesday, 4th June 2014
From

11:45

Registration of Participants

12:00 – 13.00

Lunch

13.00 – 13.30

Welcome and Introduction

13:30 – 14:00

Topic I

The Freight GOAL: plenary discussion along key-questions

14:00 – 14:30

Topic II

BUILDING BLOCKS and Strategies

14:30 – 14:45
14:45 – 16:15

Break
Topic II

16:15 – 16:30
16:30 – 18:00

BULDING BLOCKS for the Roadmap: Group work
Break

Topic II

19:00

BUILDING BLOCKS for the Roadmap: Report from group work
and discussion of potential POLICY PACKAGES
Dinner

Thursday, 5th June 2014
08:15 – 09:00
09:00 – 10:15

Wrap-up of day 1 and introduction to group work
Topic III

10:15 –10:30
10:30 – 11:30

ROADMAPPING exercise for different cases (group work)
Break

Topic IV

Presentation of results from group work and general discussion
on policies, priorities and the role of the EU

11:30 – 12:30

Lunch

12:30 - 15:00

Guided site visit
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2 TRANSFORuM and the workshop in Duisburg
2.1 TRANSFORuM
The TRANSFORuM project is facilitating a discussion forum of relevant actors and stakeholders
about the implementation of and progress towards achieving goals in four areas set in the 2011
European White Paper on Transport:
 Clean Urban Transport and CO2 free city logistics (goal 1)

 Shift of road freight to rail and waterborne transport (goal 3)

 Complete and maintain the European high-speed rail network (goal 4)

 European multimodal information, management and payment system (goal 8)
TRANSFORuM provides a platform for stakeholders of all areas of the European Transport sector
to develop a common view and strategies of how four key goals of the 2011 White Paper on Transport
can be achieved. Our underlying assumptions are that policy making should be based on an in-depth
understanding of all stakeholders' positions and that co-ordinated action is more effective than solo
attempts.
The stakeholder workshop in Duisburg will focus on the second of these four goal areas, while
other workshops address the remaining three. The final outcome of the TRANSFORuM process will be a
series of roadmaps and recommendations for achieving the European goals in the four areas.
The workshop in Duisburg will build on previous TRANSFORuM events to address a modal shift in
freight transport:
 a two day workshop held in Gdansk in June 2013, which provided basic identification of key
policies, actors, funding mechanisms and trends in regard to long-distance freight transport, as
well as an identification of barriers, challenges, and ways to overcome them;

 a two day workshop on best practice lessons and on learning processes in freight transport was
held in Basel in November 2013. In accordance with the location the example of Switzerland was
of particular interest in this workshop;

 a two day workshop with a particular focus on cross-cutting issues between the four
TRANSFORuM areas which was held in Vienna in January 2014. Further, a preliminary freight
roadmap 1.0 was discussed at this event.
Duisburg was selected for TRANSFORuM’s thematic workshop on freight since it is one of the
most important focal points for freight flows in Europe.
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2.2 The workshop in Duisburg: objectives and approach
Based on the previous TRANSFORuM events1 and on literature analyses, some key-challenges for
the freight roadmap were developed identified and distinct building blocks developed. The interim
result thus far is summarized in the background paper which you will receive together with this
document at hand. The overall aim of the two-day workshop in Duisburg will be to validate and further
develop the material so far.
For this reason, we will structure the workshop along the following four topics, where the
topics I–III are as well explicitly addressed in the background paper:
I.
II.

The goal: perceptions and relevance (see chapter 1 in the background paper)
Building blocks and policy packages towards the target (see chapters 3 and 4 in the
background paper)

III.

Roadmapping for selected areas/cases (see chapter 5 in the background paper)

IV.

Policies, priorities and the role of the EU (not explicitly addressed in the background
paper)

Following these four topics, the workshop will be split into 4 sessions. During the first day we will
work on topics I and II. During the second day we will work on topics III and IV. At the beginning of each
section, the project team will give a brief presentation of the inputs described in the background paper.
The discussion will then be guided by key questions and take place either in the plenary or in smaller
thematic groups.
Key questions for topic I are:
 Is the goal achievable?

 To what extent is the goal clear?

 Is it useful as a “vision” for freight policies?

 Should it be applied for the entire EU or rather for selected areas/corridors
Key questions for topic II are:
 Does the background paper cover the most relevant building blocks?

 What additional issues should be addressed?

 Who should be responsible for the actions proposed in the various buildings blocks?

 Are the described policy packages meaningful?

1

See http://www.transforum-project.eu/events.html
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Key questions for topic III are:
 What are the main barriers for achieving the goal in the selected cases/corridors?

 What are the most important measures to be implemented in the cases/corridors?
 Timing and priorities: What needs to be done first and by whom?

 To what extent can these priorities be transferred to other cases/areas/corridors?
Key questions for topic IV are
 Is the concentration on corridors a useful approach?

 Which policy frameworks can accelerate action?

 How to bring relevant stakeholders together? How to create cultures of transition?

 What is the role of the national level? What is the role of the EU?

2.3 From the background paper to the freight roadmap 2.0
Together with this briefing document you receive a background paper for the workshop. It is
based on the previous work carried out in the project and it contains crucial building blocks for the
roadmap. The elements of the background paper will be the basis for the discussion in the workshop.
After the workshop, the results of the discussions in Duisburg will be used to finalize the freight
roadmap 2.0. A draft version will be sent out to the participants of the workshop to ask for comments.
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3 Logistical information
Venue
Hotel Friederichs, Neudorfer Straße 33-35, 47057 Duisburg, Germany, www.hotel-friederichs.de is
located on a short walking distance from the Duisburg Hauptbahnhof (main station). For travel and
walking directions see below.

Accommodation
Hotel Friederichs, same as above. We have made a room reservation for everyone attending the
workshop for Wednesday night and TRANSFORuM will cover the accommodation costs. Note that you
will not receive any confirmation directly from the hotel. If you need extra nights ahead or after the
workshop please contact me as soon as possible.

Site visit
As an option after lunch on Thursday we offer a site visit to Duisport, one of the biggest inland ports
in Europe. The visit will be hosted by Mr. Henk van Dieren, CEO at Samskip Van Dieren Multimodal b.v.
The site visit ends at 14.30 when we get back to the train station.

How to get to Duisburg and to hotel Friederichs
To Duisburg with flights or train
The nearest airport is Düsseldorf, which also has excellent train connections to Duisburg, but Weeze
airport and Köln/Bonn airport are also located close to Duisburg.
As Duisburg is a hub in the German railway network it is also easily accessible by train.
By train from Düsseldorf airport to Duisburg
From Düsseldorf airport there are 6-8 trains per hour departing to Duisburg during the day. On the
airport’s web site www.dus.com/dus_en/bahn/ you reach Deutsche Bahn’s search site for all train
connections to Duisburg.
To hotel Friederichs from Duisburg Hauptbahnhof
There are exits/entrances on each side of the station. Take the east exit and you will get out on OttoKeller-Straße, walk to the south and turn left and then left again on Neudorfer Straße, where you will
find hotel Friederichs to the right, see map below.
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Reimbursement
TRANSFORuM will reimburse your travel expenses up to EUR 500. Please let us know if this is
insufficient for your special circumstances. We will cover the travel expenses in accordance to EC rules
(economy class on flights etc.).
Unfortunately we are unable to cover per diem rates or working time.
We will send you a reimbursement form ahead of the workshop and it will also be available at the
workshop.

More questions?
Please feel free to contact us for any questions at helpdesk@transforum-project.eu or by phone at +46
13 20 43 18, or +46 709 430 437 (for text messages), Ms. Ulla Kaisa Knutsson.
Looking forward to seeing you in Duisburg!

Ulla Kaisa Knutsson
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4 Informed consent agreement
A conversation about a topic with the strategic dimension of the 2011 White Paper on Transport
might, almost inevitably, include sensitive, potentially also controversial issues. Nevertheless, we believe
it is not only crucial but also possible to conduct such a conversation in a fair, transparent and open
atmosphere if all participants follow some basic rules. We therefore suggest and promise the following:
Every part of the meeting (including the plenary session, the break-out sessions, even meals) will
be held under an anonymity rule, which is inspired by the well-established “Chatham House Rule” and
stipulates:

Participants are free to use the information received, but must not reveal the identity or
affiliation of the speaker(s) who made a particular statement.

By attending this event you declare that you understand …
 … that your participation is voluntary, and that you are free to withdraw at any time, for any
reason, and without any personal detriment.

 … that any information about you personally will be used only to facilitate the logistical aspects
of this event and will not leave the consortium.

 … that the purpose of the discussions is not necessarily to achieve complete consensus. Try to
keep in perspective, whether (dis-)agreements are at the level of big concepts and values or at
the level of technical details.

 … that whatever you say gains meaning if you contextualize why you are of a certain opinion. In
other words, it is always helpful to disclose your underlying interest.

 … that TRANSFORuM may use anonymous quotations from statements you make during the
event.

 … that photographs will be taken during the event. You agree that TRANSFORuM may publish
some of them in print and digital form even if individuals can be recognised on them.

 … TRANSFORuM will not record extended video footage of any part of the event. However, we
might record brief video footage and conduct short video interviews with a few individuals and
some others might be visible in the background.

 … that this event is financed through public funds, which comes with certain restrictions about
reimbursable costs. For example, where TRANSFORuM provides catering no extra subsistence
costs should be claimed.
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The White Paper goal on Long-distance Freight
“30% of road freight over 300 km should shift to other modes such as rail or waterborne transport by
2030, and more than 50% by 2050, facilitated by efficient and green freight corridors. To meet this goal
will also require appropriate infrastructure to be developed.”

Question 1: The goal
Yes

Partly

No

Yes

Partly

No

Were you aware of the White Paper goal
before you were invited to the workshop?
I don't know

Is the goal for 2030 achievable?
(If 'no' or 'partly', please briefly explain
in the comment field below.)
Is the goal for 2050 achievable?
(If 'no' or 'partly', please briefly explain
in the comment field below.)
Comments (optional):
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Question 2: Strategies
How do you assess the priority of the following strategies for achieving the goal?
Priority of the strategy
Top
priority

High
priority

Medium
priority

Low
priority

I don't
know

Improve service and reduce cost in the rail sector
Extend infrastructure in the rail sector
Improve service and reduce cost
in the waterborne sector
Extend infrastructure in the waterborne sector
Reduce attractiveness of trucking
Comments (optional):
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Question 3: Focus on corridors
Yes

Partly

No

I don't know

Is a corridor-focused approach the best
way to achieve the goal?
(If 'no', please briefly suggest an alternative
approach in the comment field below.)
Comments (optional):

Question 4: The most important policy measure
What is the most important policy measure the EU should initiate
to make the goal easier achievable?
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GENERAL INFORMATION:
The Background Paper provides material and building blocks for the discussion of
how to create a roadmap for the Freight Transport goal in the European Transport Policy
White Paper from 2011.
The content is based on ideas, inputs and results from previous events and stakeholder
conversations in the TRANSFORuM project.t
It is recommended to consult the paper in preparation for the Duisburg workshop, but it
needs not be read from end to end.
The TRANSFORuM team thanks you warmly for your kind interest!
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1 Introduction
TRANSFORuM provides a platform for stakeholders of all areas of the European Transport sector to
develop a common view and strategies of how four key goals of the 2011 White Paper on Transport can be
achieved. Our underlying assumptions are that policy-making should be based on an in-depth understanding
of all stakeholders' positions and that co-ordinated action is more effective than solo attempts. The four
selected goals are related to urban transport, long-distance freight transport, high-speed rail and intelligent
transport systems (ITS). TRANSFORuM follows a systematic step-wise approach to build up towards its final
outputs (roadmaps, recommendations and a strategic outlook).

1.1 The Background Paper and the workshop in Duisburg
The document at hand is the background paper for the TRANSFORuM stakeholder workshop to be
held in Duisburg. The location was chosen since it is well known as one of the focal points in European
freight transport. It surely is safe to say that reaching the EU White Paper goal on modal shift in the longdistance freight sector is only possible if Duisburg and the connected freight corridors pull in the same
direction.
The background paper itself aims at preparing the workshop. At the same time, it is the basis for the
further development of the roadmap 2.0 after the event in Duisburg.
The structure of the background paper is basically in line with the structure of the workshop:
 Chapter 1 provides information on TRANSFORuM and on the previous discussions of the freight-goal
at the various TRANSFORuM events that took place so far;

 Chapter 2 gives a general view in the situation and on the prospects of freight transport in Europe. It
aims at highlighting what it actually means, in term of figures, to shift the 30% of road freight and it
briefly illustrates which trends will be relevant for achieving the goal;

 Chapter 3 describes crucial building blocks for a roadmap that show the way towards the goal. The
idea is to discuss and enrich these building blocks at the first day of the workshop;

 Chapter 4 sketches packages of polices that should help to fulfil the goal. Again, these will be
presented and discussed at the first day of the workshop;

 Chapter 5 introduces two important corridors of the European freight sector. The Rhine-Alpine corridor
and the exchange of freight between Netherlands and Poland. It will be a main task of the second day
of the workshop to get a better understanding of the potential for modal shift and the necessary
measures in these specific environments.
These elements of the background paper will be the basis for the discussion at the workshop. After
the workshop, the results of the discussions in Duisburg will be used to finalize the freight roadmap 2.0. A
draft version will be sent out to the participants of the workshop to ask for comments.
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1.2 General scope of the TRANSFORuM roadmaps
The background paper is based on work carried out in the TRANSFORuM project up to now. This
includes a review of literature and documents that are summarised in different deliverables of the project. 1
Since TRANSFORuM explicitly aims at developing stakeholder-driven roadmaps, the most important input for
the roadmaps is coming from the stakeholder workshops and surveys carried out in the project. The
workshops included a first joint forum meeting of stakeholders in June 2013 and separate thematic
workshops carried in autumn 2013 for each of the selected White Paper goals. The workshop on Longdistance Freight took place on 28 and 29 November in Basel, Switzerland.2 With a special focus on crosscutting issues, the second joint forum meeting was held in Vienna in January 2014.3 Each thematic group
holds a spring workshop in 2014 to prepare the roadmap 2.0.
The overall objective of the TRANSFORuM roadmap on Long-Distance Freight, a main output of the
project, is to describe …
 … what needs to be done by whom and at which time for achieving the White Paper goal on longdistance freight (goal no. 3).

 … which milestones and indicators are suitable to track progress in the field.

 … which recommendations for European transport policies can be drawn from the findings.
The final results of the project will be presented in Brussels, Belgium, on 8th December 2014.
The roadmaps aim at providing general recommendations and showing pathways of European-wide
significance. However, given that there are huge differences between European regions in terms of
geographical conditions (location at the seaside or not, rivers available or not, mountains as barriers, etc.), in
terms economic dynamics as well as in terms of societal and cultural specifications, it seems to be necessary
to focus on concrete regions or corridors when it comes to the more detailed formulation of actual
approaches. Therefore, the roadmap aims also at illustrating how the target of a 30% shift of road freight
could be reached in specific cases and what indicators would be needed to track success in these areas.

1.3 The White Paper Goal on Long-distance Freight and its rationale
TRANSFORuM’s Thematic Group on Long-distance Freight deals with the respective goal no. 3 from
the European Commission’s 2011 Transport White Paper:

1
2
3

Deliverables available at www.transforum-project.eu/resources/library.html
Minutes available at www.transforum-project.eu/events/thematic-workshops-2013.html
Minutes available at www.transforum-project.eu/events/january-2014-vienna.html
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30% of road freight over 300 km should shift to other modes such as
rail or waterborne transport by 2030, and more than 50% by 2050, facilitated
by efficient and green freight corridors. To meet this goal will also require
appropriate infrastructure to be developed.

In the White Paper it is stated that the freight shipments over short and medium distances (below
some 300 km) will mostly remain on trucks. For the longer distances, options for road decarbonisation are
more limited and efficient options for freight multimodality are needed. With its particular focus on the
facilitation through efficient and green freight corridors, the goal emphasises the importance of bundled
cross-border activities in all fields of cooperation (e.g. technical, political). This can be interpreted as a claim
for an optimised organisation of transport flows that helps tapping the potential of the existing infrastructure
much more efficiently. But the goal also explicitly emphasises the relevance of a further development of
infrastructures for freight transport. It is not specified whether this will be new tracks, extended waterways
or new facilities for intermodal transhipment.
Furthermore, the goal clearly addresses the relationship between trucking at the one side and rail
freight and waterborne transport at the other side. It implicitly aims at increasing the relative
competitiveness of the latter. A roadmap towards the goals needs also to take into account potential
developments in the trucking sector. The goal is actually addressing all modes of surface-based transport
and, thus, caters to a broad range of different actors, interests and strategies.
In a simplified form, the goal can be achieved by applying three basic strategies (more detailed
measures and policies supporting these strategies are described in sections III and IV of the background
paper):
 Make rail freight more competitive by improving service quality and/or by increasing capacities of
infrastructures;

 Make waterborne freight (waterborne and inland waterways) more competitive by improving service
quality and/or by increasing capacities of infrastructures;

 Reduce the competitiveness of trucking by increasing its cost or by reducing capacities of
infrastructures.

1.4 Embracing the goal
A goal that is formulated by a single entity on behalf of a large and multifaceted continent may carry
little legitimacy and clout on its own. One way to consolidate it is to ensure that it is appreciated, interpreted
and continuously deliberated by those it is meant to inspire as part of a strategic discourse. In a process of
appreciation and assimilation, it is important to bring forward and confront any ambiguities, rather than
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ignoring them. The goal will more likely gain traction though critical reflection than trough mindless
‘canonization’.
On the other hand an objective with a thousand different interpretations may no longer work as a
shared goal on a common playing field. A popular management philosophy teaching is that in order to be
effective and useful, goals need to be ‘SMART’ (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, Timely). In a
market context, diverse interpretations of technical specifications may create deadweight losses.
The existing formulation of the goal reflects a balance between rigour and flexibility and it is in this
regard well suited as a starting point. However, a reflection could be needed on whether rigour and flexibility
is administered in the proper items.
To orchestrate such a reflection should be an integral part of a goal-based roadmap, and it is
therefore also part of the TRANSFORuM agenda.

1.5 Stakeholder perceptions of the goal and its context
In previous fora and workshops TRANSFORuM has collected stakeholders’ feedback on the
appreciation of the White Paper goals. A thematic workshop on the Long-distance Freight goal took place in
Basel on 25 and 26 November 2013. It was prepared with a small survey on perceptions and suggestions
related to the goal. The survey was filled out by 8 of the 10 participating stakeholders before the workshop.
They were asked whether they had known the White Paper goal before they were invited to the workshop,
and all stakeholders answered this question with “yes”. On the question of whether the goal is an issue in
their daily work 6 stakeholders answered with “yes” and two said “partly”. Most of them consider it as
ambitious (some even said too ambitious) but meaningful. The related discussions at the workshop
suggested that stakeholders from the rail and freight sector are in general aware of the goal. However, it
was questioned whether the White Paper goal is well known in general. It was argued that “decarbonisation”
is the much more prominent target.
It was further stated that the goal was too general. There are many differences between the
countries; in praxis, there will be a need to adopt the targets and related strategies for achieving it to the
specific settings in different European regions. Due to large economic and social differences between all EU
member states all policies should include the possibility to consider national characteristics. Specifically, this
includes examples like high a development potential for existing inland waterway transport (IWW) in the
Netherlands and Germany versus a necessity of rebuilding the whole IWW infrastructure in Poland and the
Czech Republic, and no need for IWW development in countries like Sweden, Norway or Finland.
It was also argued that the goal leaves some scope for interpretation. For example, it is not clear if
the basis of the 30% shift is 2011 or 2030 (resp. 2050) and the target does not specify how much should be
shifted to water and how much too rail. Again, this might differ considerably between European regions.
The discussion in previous TRANSFORuM events highlighted several policies and measures that need
to be brought forward for making the goal achievable. In all discussions the internalization of external costs
of was identified as a crucial issue. Transport prices should reflect real costs to enable a fair competition
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between the transport modes. This includes the full application of the polluter-pays principle and the userpays principles. It was argued that no specific subsidies should be given, since it is better to subsidize the
market (and that way subsidize all players).
Further, it was argued that freight corridors are extremely important for making progress and for
monitoring it: technical elements, logistics, organizational and legal issues are all bundled in corridors. Full
completion of rail corridors (TEN-T core network) was considered crucial. Better co-ordination between
different political levels and between relevant stakeholders in general, and in particular in the corridors, was
seen as essential for moving towards the goal.
A lack in rail capacities was identified as a barrier that needs to be removed for making the goal
achievable. In particular, short-term solutions are needed to increase capacities, for example longer trains,
removal of infrastructural barriers (low viaduct bridges), avoidance of changes in locomotives at borders etc.
Interoperability was seen as crucial, but also fostering single rail freight markets. To increase social
acceptance of rail freight, silent breaks are of utmost importance. Further, “liberalization of the rail freight
market” and “technological solutions for intermodal transport” achieved a relative high priority in previous
TRANSFORuM events.
Some softer measures were also mentioned such as, for example, the installation of a European
“website” with rail freight information about routes, timetables, collaborations etc. Last but not least, a
systematic monitoring was seen as important to accompany the realization of the White Paper goals. For the
necessary monitoring of progress, a better collection of baseline data is needed.
It was also emphasised that all efforts undertaken to achieve the goal need to take into account that
trucking is and will certainly remain a highly competitive way of transporting goods across Europe.

2 Mapping of the field
2.1 Present structure of freight markets
The total demand for freight transports in EU27 has been doubled since 1970. The market share for
road transportation has increased from 41% in 1970 to 76% in 2011, while the rail share during the same
period has decreased from 49% to 15%. The last ten years the rail market share has stabilized and slightly
increased. Inland Waterway has been rather constant but has also increased the last ten years but still has a
market share of 6%.
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Figure 1: Freight transport volume and modal split within the EU. Source: (EC, 2012)

The present freight transport volume and modal split is shown in Figure 2.1. Rail stood for 414 billion
ton-km and inland waterways for 137 billion ton-km in 2012. Although maritime transport (short sea
shipping) stands for an impressive market share it should be noted that about 68% of the maritime transport
consist of bulk goods (Eurostat, 2010). If measured as ton-km the share would be even higher. The
segments of maritime that are of most interest with regard to shifting freight from road to waterborne are
container transport and Ro-Ro transport. These segments together stand for roughly 15% of Intra-EU
maritime freight measured as ton-km. This would mean that these segments of maritime would amount to
around 180 billion ton-km in 2012.
The focus of the White paper freight goal is the segment of road freight at distances above 300 km.
This segment constitutes 11% of tonnes lifted and 56% of tkm within road freight. In Figure 2 the t-kms are
distributed on distance classes.
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Figure 2: EU road freight (tonne-kms) by distance class

The major groups of goods (NST 2007) carried in road transport exceeding 300 km are food products
(17% of tkm), agricultural products (10%), mixed goods (10%), chemical products (9%), metal products
(9% and wood, paper and pulp (8%). (Eurostat, 2012)

2.2 Reference scenario and the magnitude of shifts required to reach the
White paper goal.
Already in the commissions 2001 White Paper an important objective is to increase the
competitiveness of freight transport on tracks and in vessels. Still, it surely can be said that the target no. 3
in the 2011 White Paper is clearer and more ambitious. Freight over 300 km stands for 11% of tonnes lifted
and 56% of tonne-kilometres (tkm). Total intra-EU freight transport amounted to 3700 billion tkm in 2010.
Road transport over 300 km contributes to 965 billion tkm.
We here use as reference scenario the projection developed in “EU ENERGY, TRANSPORT AND GHG
EMISSIONS TRENDS TO 2050 REFERENCE SCENARIO 2013” (EC, 2013).

The projections show an increase

in the total freight transport activity by about 57% (1.1% p.a.) between 2010 and 2050 as shown in Figure
3. Road freight is projected to grow by 55% during the same period while rail freight is projected to grow by
79% and inland waterways by 41%.
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Figure 3: Trends in transport activity and energy consumption.

This means that road freight is projected to amount to 2721 billion ton-km in 2050. If we assume that
56% of this volume still consists of freight on distances over 300 km, then 760 billion ton-km need to be
shifted from road and to rail and waterborne until 2050, according to the goal. In addition the Reference
scenario assumes spontaneous increases by 300 billion ton-km for rail freight and by 60 billion ton-km for
inland shipping. If the freight would be shifted to rail and waterborne according to current market shares
(only including container and RO-Ro transport for maritime), which may be debated, rail freight would have
to increase from 391 billion ton-km in 2010 to around 1100 billion ton-km in 2050.

A study in the UK (McKinnon & Piecyk, 2010) based on a Delphi survey of 100 logistics specialists has
suggested that mode shift could potentially decrease roads share of the freight market by 14% (from 64% of
tonne-kms to 50%) by 2050. A study by Boer et al (2011) deals with shift from road to rail of freight
transports in EU to 2020. One conclusion is that there is a potential to increase the market share for rail from
18 to 31-36% and reduce the GHG by 19% of the emissions where road and rail compete. Although such
studies are always associated with considerable uncertainties in both directions, they seem to indicate that
the goal is achievable even if very challenging.
It may also be acknowledged that some member states already have market shares for rail and
waterborne that are close to those required by the White paper freight goal. This is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Market share for truck, rail and inland waterway in total for EU27, for some countries with high rail
market share 2011 and for a scenario for EU27 at 2050 with white paper implemented. Source: EU statistics
and forecasts form the TOSCA-project processed by KTH.

2.3 Key trends that influence long-distance freight markets
Globalisation
The globalisation of trade patterns continues. There are, however, signs of future trend breaks that
may be discerned. With a stagnating population in Europe the demand for new residential areas may be
weak, which in turn decreases transport needs. There are also weak signs of a re-regionalization (The
Economist, 2011).

Liberalisation of freight markets
Deregulation and liberalization of freight markets is an important trend. The four “Railway packages”
constitute key elements for this policy development. The first was passed in 2001 and recently the fourth
Railway package was proposed (EC, 2013e). As a consequence markets for rail freight became open for
competition in 2007 (Guihéry L., 2013). Although the pace of implementation has differed considerably
between member states, on the EU scale effects are evident. The EU-27 market share of new entrants in the
freight market was 14 % in 2006, 19 % in 2008 and 25 % in 2010 (CER, 2013).

Infrastructure investments
In Figure 47 the development regarding infrastructure investments over the last decades is shown.
The share for rail investments (of road and rail together) has been around 30 % throughout the whole
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period in the EU-15. However, for CEEC countries the share for rail investments has been halved between
1999 and 2009 (CER, 2013).

Fuel availability
In recent years the oil price has hovered around a high of 100$ per barrel with subsequent increases
in fuel price over the last decade. This especially affects sea and air transport which are exempt from fuel
taxes. The price of bunker oil increased by a factor of about four between 2002 and 2010. Most projections
point out increasing oil prices, although short term fluctuations in both directions will probably be common,
as they have been historically. They availability and cost of unconventional oil will be a critical factor, as will
of course be the political situation in e.g. the Middle East. A factor is also to what extent “dirty”
unconventional oil will be demanded by key consumers. For instance, the proposed EU-legislation that takes
into account indirect (upstream) emissions will make it difficult for many of such fuels to make it into the
European market.

Containerization
Trade using containers is increasing faster than trade in in general. In Figure 5 it may be seen that
growth of container trade has on average been over 5% since 1996.

Figure 5: Global container trade in 1996-2013.

E-commerce
E-commerce is increasing rapidly. For the coming years e-commerce in the US and Europe is expected
to increase by around 10% annually (Forrester, 2011; eMarketer, 2013). An effect is that consignment sizes
are getting smaller and that total transport volumes increases due to increasing distances (Gdansk WS,
2013). The load factor of vehicles may be affected negatively.
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Lowered wages in road freight
In the road freight sector new member states are rapidly increasing their market shares. For instance,
between 2004 and 2012 trucks registered in Poland increased their transport volume from 102 to 222 billion
tkm. In comparison German trucks increased their haulage only slightly from 303 to 307 billion tkm during
the same period, and in France the transport volume decreased from 203 to 172 billion tkm (Eurostat,
2013b). An implication of this shift is that average wages tend to decrease in the EU-27 road freight sector.
Average annual personnel cost per employee in the road freight sector is 26,000 Euro in Germany, 34,000
Euro in France but only 6,000 Euro in Poland (Eurostat, 2013c). Since wages account for a large part of total
costs in road freight transport, this development will significantly increase the competitiveness of the sector
in relation to rail and waterborne transport.

Recycling of materials/products
There is a clear trend towards recycling of materials/products under the paradigm “Extended producer
Responsibility” (LogMan, 2008). The share of municipal waste going to landfills in the EU-27 decreased from
68 % of the total in 1995 to 38 % in 2009 (Eurostat, 2011). The impact on transport depends on, e.g.
collection system and localization of recycling facilities in relation to where extraction of virgin materials
occurs.
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3 Building blocks
3.1 Rail freight
Improved service quality and reduced costs
The most important factors for the customers it that the transports fulfil some basic quality
requirements and that the cost is not to high. Mostly the customers will not pay so much extra for
environment friendly transports. That´s why it is important that all modes really have to pay for external
effects like emissions, noise and infrastructure wear. To get more customers to choose rail the following
measures are essential (KTH, 2013):
 Deregulation of freight railways to improve service and cut costs

 Establishment of rail freight corridors to improve service in international transports
 Better maintenance and operation planning for freight
 Improved freight wagons and trains

 More efficient inter modal transport systems

 Information systems about available supply of rail transports

 Information systems for tracking and tracing of consignments
There is an ongoing process of deregulation of the freight railways. The aim is that the customers will
have more alternatives of rail to choose from and also by competition make the old rail companies more
efficient. The process has not yet been implemented in all EU countries. In some countries deregulation has
been successful and rail market share has begun to rise (CER, 2013). But there is still much to do, especially
in international transports. Rail market share is much lower in international transports despite long distances
and big volumes, which should be in favour of rail by economic of scale.
That´s why the implementation of international rail freight corridors is very important, to make it
easier for long and cross border transports in Europe. In the first step it is a question of making time tabling,
administration and operation of international freight easier. In the second step it is also a question of
technical harmonization of train lengths, loading gauges, axle loads and signalling system.
Today inter modal is most efficient in transports to and from ports, because the goods are already
containerized and must be reloaded from the ship. In other type of transports the terminal costs are too high
and make inter modal profitable only on very long distances. There is a need to develop small-scale terminal
technology so that the containers can be transferred under the overhead contact wires during a short stop at
a siding. The train can be loaded and unloaded during a stop of 15-30 minutes. This also obviates the need
to park wagons. The terminals can also be made more compact and fully automated.
If the improvement of the rail system will be implemented, customers also will use the rail in a much
larger extent than today. In Europe there are some countries which for long time had high market shares:
Switzerland 45-50% and in Austria 30-40%, see Figure 6. These countries have also much transit traffic. Also
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Sweden and Finland have high market share with 25-35%. The market share in Germany has increased from
19% in 1995 to 23% in 2011.

Figure 6: Market share for truck, rail and inland waterway in some countries in EU15. Left: Countries with high
or increasing market share. Right: Countries with decreasing market share. Source: EC (2013) statistics,
processed by KTH.

But there are also countries with a low market share. In the new member states EU12 rail markets
have decreased dramatically because the rail monopolies have been abolished. In the old member states
EU15 it has been more stable or increased. But there are also countries with high total transport effort there
rail market share has decreased to a lower level as France, and Spain. The last years however, rail market
share in most countries has increased.
Reliability is also important for the customers to trust of rail. Extreme weather has been more frequent
in the last decade depending of the climate crisis. That means that rail system must be adopted to this
situation by better maintenance and operation.
Deregulation means that there are more rail operators on the market. The problem is that especially
small customers many times don´t know the rail supply. A coordinated information system about existing
supply of rail transport could help the customers to choose and also fill up existing trains better.

Increased capacity
Most forecasts shows that freight demand in Europe will increase by 60% until 2050 because of the
economic growth. With business as usual, truck still keep or increase the market share. With a mode shift
scenario, rail will increase the market share from 18% to 36%. That means that there will be more than
three times more freight rail transports than today. Compared with business as usual it will be doubled. In
this scenario inland waterways has been doubled but other waterborne are not taken into account.
There are many measures to increase capacity on rail, the most important ones are:
 Longer and heavier freight trains
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 Higher and wider gauge, Higher axle load and meter load

 Faster freight trains make it possible to run more freight between passenger trains

 Investments in conventional rail network i.e. with double track and longer crossing stations

 Investments in High Speed Rail which free capacity for freight on the conventional network
Longer freight trains are perhaps the most efficient measure (KTH Railway Group, 2013). Today the
maximum length varies between 450 and 835 m in different countries in Europe. Only to apply the TEN-T
standard of 750 m will extend capacity substantially. Recently a test with a 1 500 m long train was
performed in France successfully and which will almost double the capacity. In US freight train today are 3
000 meters. Even if one cannot neglect operating problems the technique exists today and can be
successively implemented in specific corridors. The impact of train length and axle load on capacity and cost
is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Measures for improving freight rail capacity and the effect on operating costs. Left: Longer trains.
Right: Higher axle load with constant train length. Source: KTH (2013).

If the freight trains can run faster it is possible to find more slots for freight trains between passenger
trains on day-time. Today the ordinary maximum speed is 100 km/h but many wagons and locos are
prepared for 120 km/h so this can be the first step.
Building of a high speed network will free capacity so it sometimes will be possible to operate 2 times
as many freight trains on the conventional network as today. Higher axle loads, from today usually 22.5 ton
in Europe to 25 ton will increase capacity with 15% and to 30 tonnes with 30%. Wider loading gauge is
important especially for inter modal transports. The signalling system ERTMS level 3 can rice capacity with
30-40%. (TOSCA, 2010) For these measures there is a higher need for investments so it will take longer time
to implement, but all this measures also cut the operating costs per tonnes. Figure 8 summarizes the effects
of some measures to increase capacity.
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Figure 8: Measures for improving freight rail capacity. Sources: KTH (2013) and TOSCA (2010).

Increased capacity with 3-4 times is not impossible but assumes investments in rail infrastructure. On
the other hand, there will not be so much need for investments in the road system for heavy trucks.

3.2 Waterborne freight
Improved service quality and reduced costs
In this section we discuss the key measures or building blocks that are required to improve service
quality and/or reduce shipment cost for waterborne transport, and thus increase it’s modal share. First we
list some key measures (below) and then continue with motivations for these.
 Time at sea savings (by optimizing routes, schedules and speed).

 Time in port savings (simplification and automation of all administrative issues).
 Online freight information platforms for all intermodal transport

 Efforts to increase co-operation among the multitude of stakeholders in the intermodal chains
 Reduction of damages or cargo losses.

 R&D expenses (on technology and optimization processes).

 Fuel savings (by more efficient hull designs, engines and propellers).
 Taxes reducing (incomes, tonnages, registers, deliveries).

The three main problems with road-to-water intermodal transport are: quality, price and coverage;
more specifically, intermodal transport is often slower, less reliable and more expensive than truck-only
transport, and furthermore it is only offered in selected corridors. Addressing these problems is the key to
increasing intermodal transport. Intermodal transport in Europe today is relatively disorganized; often it
involves multiple parties working together on an ad-hoc basis. To increase quality, a single responsible party
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should preferably manage all transport chain partners, information flows should be improved, quality
improvement strategies must be implemented, and all partners need to share the same objectives. The latter
seems to be a common challenge for most intermodal transport chains. Instead of having short term
competition within the intermodal segment, the goal should rather be co-operation leading to consolidated
and thus more efficient and profitable freight flows. And in the end an intermodal sector which is more
competitive vis-a-vis dedicated road transport.
New terminals must be built and the capacity of existing terminals increased to support development
of new operational strategies (e.g. liner trains or hub-and-spoke systems). In some locations new track
infrastructure must be built to improve rail freight connections to ports. The main responsibility for planning
and financing these infrastructure investments must lie on national governments and the EU, however
intermodal operators could support these efforts.
The quality of waterborne services is generally considered a key factor for increasing its market share.
But, this is a complex factor consisting of, inter alia, punctuality, reliability, security, frequency, capacity,
directness, flexibility and accessibility. In addition, from an economical point of view two other quality factors
are transit time and service price.
Making full use of ITS-services is one key building block to improve services. ITS allows real time
tracking control, and may also provide smoother custom clearance and payments (all kind) between
infrastructure management, operators, subcontractors and forwarders. Thanks to Electronic Data
Interchange all kind of documentation is delivered and submitted simultaneously and may be accessible to all
authorized stakeholders. All this leads to the improvement of accessibility, reliability and punctuality.
Introducing and maintaining an Online freight information platform may improve customer friendliness and at
the same time consolidate freight flows yielding lower transport costs. In the field of security actions are
needed regarding standardization and information of hazardous cargo movements, packaging and cargo
protection, cargo unitization and insurance obligation.
A crucial factor for achieving punctuality and reliability in inland navigation is ensuring a minimum
water level. This means in practice that we need to complement and improve maintenance of canals, locks
and other infrastructure.
A lot of damages to cargo in maritime transport chains occur in the transshipment phase. A related
problem is that hazardous cargo is becoming more common in container traffic and that only one
international convention regulates this aspect. Any kind of damage causes delays and/or extends damages to
other, neighboring cargo. This especially concerns ocean container traffic, where increasingly a single ship
may carry more than 15,000 TEU’s.
Accessibility and punctuality in maritime transport depends strongly also on weather and water
conditions. Most affected are sea ports located by rivers some distance from the sea (Hamburg, Bremen,
Antwerpen, London), where the access to the port is regulated by the water level and potential storms
(closing of sea ports in Amsterdam, Hamburg during tides). With present dense traffic flows even small
shutdowns may cause serious delays in shipping lines schedules, and in sea ports congestion and queues.
Consequently measures to minimize such events are required.
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The average service time at terminals also need to be shortened in order to both reduce transport
time and increase system capacity. Figure 9 exemplifies the present system inefficiency for inland navigation
regarding utilization of vessels.
Quality of terminals equipment and terminals capacity need to be increased. Generally, this is the case
of private business interests, but public actors could contribute by supporting quality improvement via R&D
financing (innovations and implementation as well as modeling of organization, economics and information
technologies).

Figure 9: Structure of average time utilization by barge (%) Source: H. Kerstgens, Intermodal integration of
inland waterway connections, Intermodal 2008 Conference, Contargo, Hamburg 2008.

Cutting costs is obviously a key objective for all transport operators, and is crucial in order to achieve
the needed increase in modal share for intermodal transport. Since costs associated with hub operations
typically accounts for 30-40% of total costs of intermodal freight chains it is paramount to reduce these
costs. One potentially effective measure is to spread automatic transshipment technologies, like AGV –
Automatic Guided Vehicles – special trucks without drivers moving containers.

Another example is the

automated CCT system for horizontal transfer of containers and swap bodies between trucks, trains and
ships (TRANSFORUM, Deliverable 5.1).
Shipping lines undergo deep network changes and modifications leading to more effective vessels
usage, line capacity utilization and crew management optimization. All this should allow to reduce final
service prices for the customer. However, it may also be acknowledged that the ships generally have a long
life-time, generally 20-40 years, which makes fleet turnover comparatively slow. This may to some extent be
counteracted by the present high growth of, e.g. the global container fleet.
Despite the fact, that maritime transport is already rather energy efficient there is still room for further
improvements. The economic crisis 2008/2009 has shown to all active in maritime business the importance
of fuel savings in shipping. Fuel costs are an important element in the shipping economics and can amount
to between 25 ando 60% of total shipping costs.
A notable policy which will significantly affect maritime transport is the “Annex VI” of Marpol 74/78
Convention on emissions control areas. It will establish Sulphur Emission Control Areas in the Baltic Sea,
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English Channel and the majority of the North Sea. In practice, this legal act will have considerable impacts
on shipping costs since the options, installing scrubbers or shifting to alternative fuels like MGO (Marine Gas
Oil), LNG or methanol, are all quite costly (Czermański E., 2014).
The convention will lead to changes on some freight markets with a risk that shippers switch from
maritime to road transport. The last few years a tendency has been seen for creating land corridors for cargo
coming from South and East to North Europe through Central Europe, as an alternative route to the previous
flows based on sea transport to North Sea hubs and feeder services into Balti Sea Region. The environmental
effects of such changes depend to a large extent on the share for rail and road respectively in these new
land corridors.

Increase transport capacity
In this section we discuss the key measures or building blocks that are required to increase capacity
for waterborne transport and thus increasing it’s modal share. An advantage for maritime transport vis-à-vis
road and rail transport is that capacity increases at system level are usually less costly, since the connections
between ports are largely free. First we list some key measures to increase capacity (below) and then we
move on with a discussion of these.
 Increased transportation capacity (TNM/year, TEU/NM/year),
 Increased transshipment capacity (TEU/h),
 Storage capacity (TEU/year),

 Time at sea savings (by optimizing routes, schedules and speed),

 Time in port savings (acceleration of transshipment and documentation exchange),
 Less delays,

 R&D expenses (on technology, optimization and improvement processes),
The transport capacity of shipping (maritime and inland) can be increased in different ways. It may be
increased by adding ships to the current fleet or by utilizing the existing fleet more efficiently. As mentioned
in the preceding section the capacity of ports transshipment facilities often constitute crucial bottlenecks.
This can be remedied either by increasing efficiency of current ports/intermodal hubs, or by adding capacity
by more substantial investments. The former is a rather low-cost solution while the latter requires large-scale
investments in hub/port infrastructures.
An important issue is to improve port-hinterland connections by rail or barge, in order to avoid
excessive road haulage on motorways near seaports. Here inland ports/hubs like Duisburg may play an
important role. An interesting measure to trigger a modal shift is to ensure contractual obligations on modal
split of new port areas by different legal regulations: limitations for road transport and/or facilities for
waterborne transport.
Storage of empty containers occupies considerable space in many port areas. Therefore a special
focus on consolidating volumes and shipping these containers to/from seaport terminals (LCL/FCL
consolidation) is required.
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4 Policy Packages
The case for policy packaging
It has been increasingly realized that single policy measures can often not in practice achieve what is
required in order to reach societal goals. Therefore packages containing more than one policy instruments
have been put forward as a solution. In order for a policy or a policy package to be successful it needs to
fulfil a handful of criteria. It needs to be effective in reaching the set-up target. It should be economically

efficient, that is the target should be met with as low costs as possible. Furthermore, it should be feasible
with regard to existing technology etc. Finally, but certainly not least, the policy/policy package should be

accepted by politicians, the public and key stakeholders to the degree that they are decided on. (OPTIC,
2011) Even after a successful decision process barriers may occur during the implementation process. This
has for instance been the case regarding the four EU “Railway packages” that have been adopted by the
council from 2001 and onwards.
A common reason for using a package of policies is that the most effective policies may not be
acceptable as stand-alone measures. For instance, raising fuel costs without providing alternatives, e.g. in
the form of public transport, may cause hard resistance among the public. Another important (and somewhat
related) reason is where there exists a synergy between two policy measures. The revenues from a push
measure (taxing the more polluting modes) may be used for pull measures (investing in the less polluting
modes). In Switzerland the introduction of a distance related heavy-vehicle fee in 2001 were accompanied
with other measures with the common aim of shifting goods from trucks to railways. Two thirds of the
revenues from the heavy-vehicle fees were earmarked for building two railway tunnels through the Alps. In
addition a couple of other measures were considered necessary in order to make the package pass the Swiss
political system and to make the EU agree on trade treaties anticipated to benefit Swiss industry. Maximum
weight of trucks was raised from 28 to 40 tonnes and the cantons were given one third of the revenues from
the heavy-vehicle fees (OPTIC, 2011). The latter was obviously a way of securing support from the cantons
which could otherwise have obstructed the political process.
Regarding the goal of increasing intermodal freight transport one may add that the sheer complexity
of these transport chains with regard to actors, institutions, infrastructure, terminals, rolling stock etc., will
make packages of policies necessary in order to achieve the required transformations.

Policy packages (strategies) towards the freight goal
In this section we make an outline of potential policy packages that may be used to reach the White
paper goal for long-distance freight transport. The two packages represent two alternative strategies to
reach the goal. Both packages are intentionally made rather extreme. In reality a policy package would likely
combine parts of both packages. Making them extreme makes it, however, clearer what are the specific
barriers with each strategy and what will be the consequences if the packages are successfully implemented.
The packages presented in the following two sections are rather generally formulated. In chapter IV we then
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explore what more specific policies/policy packages that may be needed in two cases, the Rhine-Alpine
corridor and the Netherlands-Poland corridor.
Regarding “improving service quality” the two packages have much in common. The measures which
are largely similar for the two packages are in italics. .

4.1 Policy package A: More efficient use of existing infrastructure
In policy package A the main emphasis is on making smaller investments (longer sidings, more
powerful locomotives, up-grading of ports and inland waterways etc) in order to increase capacity of rail
freight and waterborne transport, and to implement policy measures that stimulates an efficient use of
existing infrastructure. The shift to waterborne transport will be high compared to Policy package B (30-50%
of freight shifted from road transport) since raising capacity of waterborne transport requires comparatively
small infrastructure investments. Push measures, making road freight pay for their external effects, is an
important element of the package. All modes should pay for their external effects, but the un-internalized
effects are particularly large for road freight (Trafikanalys, 2013). Although this PP is focused on utilizing the
existing infrastructure more efficiently, some new infrastructure is built. Not least port transshipment facilities
as well as port hinterland rail connections are important.
It’s worth noting that this PP may only reach the WP goal if drivers for road freight growth are not so
strong. The freight goal may then be achieved, but probably at the expense of the HSR goal. So this may be
a suitable strategy in a scenario where the HSR goal of the WP achieves less priority and where road freight
growth is moderate.

Key policies in this package:
Pull policies
 Mainly up-grading of present rail and waterborne networks and intermodal hubs/terminals.

 Rather much policy measures aimed at shifting to waterborne due to lower funding possibilities in this
Package.

 Port hinterland development by financing of dedicated freight tracks and transshipment facilities for
ship to rail and ship to barges.

 Synchronising terminal network in order to avoid costly superfluous terminal capacity (by co-operation

between stakeholders or political steering??)

 Possibly, selecting winners among transshipment technologies

 Introducing a comprehensive online freight information platform (Interchangeability of data)

 Catalyzing actor co-operation in corridors and raising awareness of the importance of functioning

corridors for the competitiveness of the whole intermodal sector.
Push policies
 Medium high Heavy- vehicle fees differentiated after truck weight and emission characteristics (to
internalize external effects)
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 Strict enforcement of regulations regarding working time, vehicle weight etc, in the trucking sector.

 Relative high fees on train paths. The revenues are then refunded in proportion to ton-kms and passkms. (this stimulates longer and heavier trains which increases capacity on existing tracks)

Overcoming barriers
An important issue is how to get acceptance among key stakeholders. While most policy measures in
this PP are rather uncontroversial, heavy-vehicle fees are not. Here previous practical experiences may be
drawn from Switzerland and to some extent from Germany (OPTIC, 2011). One option would be to get the
trucking sector on board by increasing the maximum allowed weight of trucks on the continent in a similar
way as was done in Switzerland. Another barrier concern the co-ordination of the multiple stakeholders
involved in multimodal transport chains.

To get the main players to work together is a key challenge

(Interview with Stefan Wendel, Director of the Rhine-Alpine corridor; Also emphasized at the TRANSFORUM
Basel workshop). Often the smaller companies can’t allocate resources to common working groups etc. They
are so busy competing with other intermodal companies that they don’t allocate time for increasing the
competitiveness of the intermodal sector as a whole.
Another barrier to the modal shift in general is that the gap between wages in rail freight and road
freight seems to be increasing (see section II), which increases the competitiveness of road freight. This
could imply that even higher truck fees, than anticipated earlier, would be needed to achieve the required
modal shift.

4.2 Policy package B: Large scale investments in new rail tracks
This PP entails a radical increase in rail capacity. Many new tracks are built, in most cases for HighSpeed Passenger Trains. This allows for a separation of slow and fast trains which yields a high capacity
increase (with two parallel double tracks, instead of one, capacity increases by a factor 3-4). Focus is on
making full use of the economies of scale associated with rail transport. The high-capacity freight corridors
are connecting mega-hubs forming a highly efficient industrialized multimodal transport system. This may be
an economically efficient system in the long term (although the initial investments are large), but only if the
transport demand matches the huge capacity of the network. In this PP waterborne transport will receive
less attention (15-30% of freight shifted from road transport).
If this strategy/package is accepted (high funding requirements) and implemented, both the HSR
target and the freight target may be achieved even in a scenario with strong drivers for (road) freight
growth.

Key policies in this package:
Pull policies
 High investments in new rail infrastructure (mostly dedicated HSR tracks), which allows widespread
separation of fast and slow trains, and thus radically increases capacity also for rail freight.
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 Carefully planned network of high-capacity freight corridors and mega-hubs.
 Possibly, selecting winners among transshipment technologies

 Introducing a comprehensive online freight information platform (Interchangeability of data)

 Catalyzing actor co-operation in corridors and raising awareness of the importance of functioning

corridors for the competitiveness of the whole intermodal sector.
Push policies
 High Heavy- vehicle fees differentiated after truck weight and emission characteristics. The level of
the fees would be as presently in Switzerland or higher.

 Raising additional funding for rail investments by reducing funding of road investments

 Strict enforcement of regulations regarding working time, vehicle weight etc, in the trucking sector.

Overcoming barriers
As in the previous PP getting acceptance for heavy-vehicle fees may require additional policies (see
previous PP). Another substantial challenge is to raise funding for the big infrastructure investments. The
revenues from heavy-vehicle fees may contribute significantly, but even if the barriers to introducing them
are overcome more new funding sources are necessary. One of few feasible alternatives is to shift a large
part of present funding for road investments to investments in rail infrastructure (Nelldal and Andersson,
2012). Such a strategy also contributes to the freight goal by not improving road capacity to the same extent
as in a business as usual scenario. However, a substantial shift within infrastructure budgets will most likely
be opposed by the passenger car industry and motorist organisations, not least in some Eastern European
member states . On the other hand there are signs (although still rather weak) of the passenger car losing
some of it’s appeal (at least in the EU-15) both as a status symbol and as a means of transport, The latter is
partly caused by a continuing urbanization and revival for the idea of liveable cities. Car ownership and the
share having a drivers licence is declining among young people in some Western European countries (Schippl
and Puhe, 2012). Although these trends may reduce the need for new road capacity they will increase the
need for public transport investments in urban areas.

4.3 Discussion of the policy packages
An important issue is how the potential policy packages may cope with external developments that are
not (wholly) controlled by the EU and its member states. In Figure 10 below it is shown how the two
packages may cope with different scenarios regarding the drivers for road transport growth. Drivers for road
transport growth are for instance economic development, globalization etc.
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Figure 10: The figure shows the general outcomes in a simplified manner of choosing different strategies
(policy packages) when the drivers for road transport growth turns out to be high and low respectively.
Semi-external factors

Strong drivers for road transport
growth

Not so strong drivers for road
transport growth

Strategy/PP
More efficient use of existing
infrastructure

Bad

Good

(goal is not achieved)
Large scale investments in new rail
tracks

Good

Medium
(goal is achieved but at a high
cost)
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5 Corridors / Cases
The overall aim of this chapter is to illustrate, how the goal can actually be achieved – in selected
geographical areas. The chapter will strongly be based on chapters 3 and 4, but in contrast to previous
chapters, pathways and policy packages will now be discussed in respect of concrete settings and trends in
the selected regions.
The freight goal does not specify whether it should be fulfilled all over Europe or mainly in regions
where the most relevant freight flows are concentrated and where the projected future growth rates are
high. Given the huge differences between European countries and regions, it seems appropriate to make a
selection of highly relevant cases for demonstrating how the elements of the roadmap look like.
The following cases were selected:
 Corridor Rhine-Alpine because of its high importance for traffic flows from the ZARA-ports to the
south;

 The traffic flows between Netherlands and Poland since they demonstrate the potential of waterborne
transport on a important west-east linkage

5.1 Rhine-Alpine Corridor
The multimodal TEN-T corridors are an important element of the EU transport policy. With regards to
technical and organisational aspects, corridors are built on an administrative framework helping all involved
transport actors to enhance their cross-border cooperation. The White paper stipulates that achieving the
freight target should be “facilitated by efficient and green freight corridors”. Working with the concept of
corridors means to combine different policies in one area (policy packaging). The “bundled approach” is seen
as crucial to achieve not only the White Paper goal but also to meet the challenge of a growing economy and
transport volume.
Since previous single non-coherent projects did not lead to the desired success, the focus of work was
extended towards a more coherent transport policy. Aiming at a persistent network throughout Europe, the
Commission transformed most of the priority projects into a core transport network which has to be
completed by 2030. In order to ensure a full coverage of all regions in the EU, the Commission also plans to
establish a comprehensive network till 2050.4
Considering the rail freight sector, technical specifications for interoperability are extremely important
to ensure an efficient traffic flow, the participation of key actors in the market is also crucial. To overcome
existing barriers, the EU set up nine rail freight corridors that forced key actors in the railway sector
(especially infrastructure managers) to organize in an administrative framework in order to improve the
cooperation between the different actors.

4

European Commission - MEMO/11/706 19/10/2011: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-11-706_en.htm.
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With the adoption of the new TEN-T guidelines in 2013, the Commission presented the Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) as a new financial instrument. With a budget of nearly 30 bln EUR between 2014 and
2020, the EU approved nine multimodal corridors of which the rail freight corridors are now part of. The
bundling of all existing transport corridors is seen as crucial to facilitate a coordinated implementation of
improvements for all transport modes. With focus on cross-border projects, on interoperability and on
intermodality, these corridors aim at overcoming the challenges of a continuous growth and the related
increase in demand for freight capacities in the European transport sector.
Rhine-Alpine Corridor: Operating along the major transport axis across the Netherlands, Belgium,
Germany, Switzerland and Italy, huge amounts of Europe´s freight traffic volume are handled along the
Rhine-Alpine Corridor. The corridor connects the sea ports of Zeebrugge, Antwerp, Rotterdam and
Amsterdam (ZARA-ports) with the Mediterranean port of Genoa.
Most of its way in Germany leads along the densely populated Rhine river area. With the Betuweroute
in the Netherlands as well as the Lötschberg and Gotthard tunnel in Switzerland, the Rhine-Alpine corridor
integrates some of the most important infrastructure projects in Europe. Shifting around 700 million-tons of
freight per year in an area involving some 70 million inhabitants 5, the corridor furthermore covers one of the
biggest economic regions in the European Union. Forecasts show a steady growth of traffic volumes
especially at the North Sea ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp.6 However, based on the former ERTMS Corridor
A and the Rail Freight Corridor 1, the re-named Rhine-Alpine multimodal corridor still is facing some huge
challenges. Not only the growing demand for capacity and better multimodal connections, but also public
acceptance, especially as regards noise require further actions to enable an increase in capacities (for a
modal shit of 30%) in this densely populated area.

5
6

Corridor 24 Development Rotterdam-Genoa: http://www.code-24.eu/.
MWP GmbH, IHS, Uniconsult (2013): Verkehrsverflechtungsprognose 2030, Los 2 – Seeverkehrsprognose – Eckwerte der
Hafenumschlagsprognose im Auftrag des Bundesministers für Verkehr, Bau und Stadtentwicklung, p. 22.
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Figure 11: TEN-T Core Network Corridors, Orange: Rhine-Alpine. Source: European Commission TENtec.

Apart from many studies dealing with particular sectors of the corridor, coherent forecasts or even
authoritative statistical data for the corridor as a whole are not available to the public. In this context it
seems rather useful to contemplate forecasts and available data for some of the most important sectors in
order to provide a realistic picture of the corridor development and for the potential to shift 30% of road
freight to rail and water until 2030 (reps. 50% until 2050). Focusing on main areas of the corridor, traffic
flows from the ZARA-ports, the Betuweroute, the Rhine Valley between Karlsruhe and Basel and the
AlpTransit (or NEAT) are playing the most important role in the Rhine-Alpine Corridor.
Looking at the shores of the North Sea, the highly competitive ports in Belgium and the Netherlands
have great potentials to facilitate further growth of traffic flows in the future. Focusing on Rotterdam,
Amsterdam, Antwerp and Zeebrugge, forecasts indicate a growth in cargo handling between 3,5 to 4,0%
p.a. until 2030.7

7

PLANCO Consulting GmbH (2013): 2. Internationales Logistiksymposium, Emmerich 24. Oktober 2013:
http://www.emmmo.com/dynamic/media/67/documents/presentatie%20Planco%20Containerverkehrl.pdf .
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Figure 12: Forecast of container handling (Million TEU). Red: ZARA-Ports. Source: Planco Consult GmbH8

Figure 13 Port Vision 2030 Source: 3 Port of Rotterdam Authority9

8
9

Ibid., p. 10.
Port of Rotterdam Authority (2009): Port Visions 2030. Port Compass. Direct the Future. Start Today.
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Handling an increasing amount of goods towards the mainland requires high-performance
infrastructure connections. With the Betuweroute, the Netherlands have completed a railway line in 2007
determined only for rail freight transportation. Currently, the utilization of the route ranges at about 300
trains per day. As one of the shareholders of the Betuweroute, the port of Rotterdam plans to increase the
amount to 900 trains per day in the future.10
Figure 13 illustrates an ambitious vision published by the Port of Rotterdam Authority.
Considering the congestion of roads (and the 30% shift target), it is of uttermost importance to
increase mainly the capacity for both rail and waterway transportation along the corridor. In that respect, all
parts of the corridor must have the ability to handle growing amounts of transport volumes. The biggest
challenges are seen in bottlenecks which are located all along the way between Rotterdam and Genoa. With
its dense network and no separation between passenger and freight trains (so-called “Mischverkehr”), the
capacity limits in Germany are almost achieved on many routes. A recently published study which examines
the number of trains on the heavily trafficked Rhine Valley line between Karlsruhe and Basel, concludes that
technical improvements alone are not sufficient to meet the growing demand for freight traffic. To achieve a
30% shift as stated in the White Paper, measures for infrastructure extension seems inevitable.11 Not only
railways but also terminals and other multimodal transshipment centers have to cope with an increasing
traffic of goods. According to forecasts concerning the development of combined transport in Germany there
is an urgent need to expand capacities, partly up to 100% by 2025. 12
A focal point in the corridor surely is the port of Duisburg. With some huge investments regarding
multimodal and combined transport starting in the early 2000s, Duisport now is one of the biggest players
along the corridor. Not only the acquisition of Audi and Volkswagen as new customers but also the visit of
Chinese leader Xi Jinping in March 2014 further underlines the importance of the logistics location and the
necessity to increase transport capacity for waterways and rail connections in the future. The port authority
of Duisburg (Duisport) handles between 110 -120 million tons per year. (Duisport Annual Report 2012)
Dooms and Haezendonck mentioned that, based on terminal volumes, the German inland port of Duisburg is
the largest European inland port. (Dooms, Haezendonck et al. 2013, p.3). The Central Commission for the
Navigation of the Rhine underlined this statement at the last market observation 2013: "The Rhine accounts
for between 95 and 97 % of overall river-sea traffic in Germany. In turn, as a proportion of Rhine traffic, the
lion’s share relates to transport to and from Duisburg. At present, the share of transport to and from
Duisburg out of overall German river-sea traffic is around 70 %." This exposed position is based on several
reasons: "The logistic function Duisburg corresponds to a hub for trade in goods that circulate between
Western Europe, the new markets in Eastern Europe, the so-called European Sunbelt and the great North
Sea ports. " (Boldt 2010, p. 28). Further, the trimodality (inland shipping, rail and road) infrastructure
concept as well as the good business network cooperations in the field of logistics support the strength of
Duisport. With some huge investments regarding the combined transport concept starting in the early 2000s.
10

Deutscher Bundestag (2013): Antrag Hinterlandanbindung der ZARA-Häfen verbessern, Drucksache 17/12194,
http://dipbt.bundestag.de/extrakt/ba/WP17/506/50614.html.
11
Drewello, H. et al. (2013): Kapazitätsbelastung der Rheintalbahn. In: Internationales Verkehrswesen (65) 4, 2013, p. 48 ff.
12
Erstellung eines Entwicklungskonzeptes KV 2025 in Deutschland als Entscheidungshilfe für die Bewilligungsbehörden
Abschlussbericht Hannover, Frankfurt am Main 12. November 2012, p. 75.
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Another significant step towards growing transport volumes and a possible shift is the development of
the two main transport axes in Switzerland. With the completion of the base tunnels Lötschberg and
Gotthard trough the Swiss Mountains, the AlpTransit allows huge capacity expansions by the end of the
2010s. Just like the Betuweroute coming from the Netherlands, Germany in particular is faced with the
challenge to meet the growing capacity demands from its neighboring countries. If the countries along the
corridor succeed together and provide an adequate development of infrastructure, the target set of shifting
30% from road to rail is within reach.
Not only infrastructure development but also improvement of service can lead to a higher share of
railroad transportation. Based on two interviews held with corridor professionals of the German rail industry,
there are several aspects which have to be dealt with in order to achieve the shift envisioned by the white
paper. One of the biggest problems in ports and terminals are mostly about the handling of goods which
makes a large part of the total transport costs. There are numerous companies that operate in this area,
particularly with respect to special handling facilities. As these processes are usually complex and very time
consuming, a solution that aims at making the connections between modes more efficient and even seamless
is necessary to improve the product as a whole.
Another aspect is the high number of different actors: The transportation of goods from a port to the
end user requires the participation of many actors such as terminal operators, transportation companies,
infrastructure operator etc. The coordination of all those involved is very important for the success but have
not been adequately resolved and represents a major challenge.
Looking at the automotive industry in terms of “best practice”, there are also a number of private
suppliers, but these are integrated in the production process. The processes are tuned so that at the end of
an optimal product is formed. For this purpose, there must be “a player who sets the tone”, taking the other
into the boat. Finding similar solutions for the rail sector could be the first step towards a more simple and
customer-friendly product. This also includes interoperability as measures in this context only make sense if
they are implemented synchronized.
With massive structural changes, a 30% shift seems realistic if some important factors are taken into
account: For public infrastructure projects mostly business interests are paramount. Due to the high and
long-term infrastructure costs, all of the necessary investment projects should be realized by putting the
focus on more economically relevant aspects.
The big challenge is to create favorable conditions of competition to shift the transport from road to
rail. The responsibility lies on all parties in the transport chain from door to door. The Corridor tries to involve
all stakeholders; however, there are private companies that are in competition where everyone is looking at
its own goal. A holistic view of the target is needed to allow all actors to benefit from it in terms of
competitiveness and better overall processes.
With a consortium such as legal body of an EEIG (European Economic Interest Grouping) the rail
freight corridor Rhine-Alpine shows some demonstrable success in the cooperation between different
stakeholders. As any party is responsible for the final product, cooperation is more targeted towards a
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specific goal. The most important question remains in how the EU or other players can accompany this
development and further strengthen the process of shifting freight form road to rail and water.

5.2 Netherlands - Poland
Description of the trade & transport relation
The 3200 km long North Sea-Baltic Corridor stretches from the North Sea ports of Antwerp,
Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Bremen and Hamburg, as well as the inland port of Brussels, through Poland to the
Belarus border and to the Baltic countries' ports of Klaipeda, Ventspils, Riga and Tallinn as well as to Helsinki.
The Corridor was established by Regulation 913/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22
September 2010 concerning a European rail network for competitive freight. As it is a strategic transport axis
joining seaports in the Netherlands and Belgium with transport terminals in Germany, Poland and Lithuania it
is called the east-west corridor. It shall be operational till 10th November 2015.
The North-Sea-Baltic Corridor, crosses eight Member States, strongly contributes to European
cohesion and strengthening of the internal market as it will provide transport links between Finland, the
three Baltic States and Poland, Germany, Netherlands and Belgium, covering an area with more than 158.5
million inhabitants. In addition, This corridor is also important for the Central European transport network
and for the transit to Belarus, Ukraine and Russia.

Figure 14: The North Sea – Baltic Corridor - from the official Core Network Corridor map of the European
Commission

Although, at the moment, the transport connections along the entire North Sea-Baltic Corridor has not
been well developed yet, the connection between port of Rotterdam (in a broader sense – the Netherlands)
and Poland is one of best developed international transport corridor in the EU (covering an area with 85
million population along the shores), including especially inland transport on the route Rotterdam – Duisburg
– Frankfurt a/Oder and maritime transport from Rotterdam to Gdańsk/Gdynia by short sea shipping, ocean
lines and feeder services.
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The corridor is also important for transport in longer relations, especially to Belarus, Ukraine, Russia,
Kazakhstan and Black Sea Area.

The transport connections within the corridor serve either the large volume of trade between Poland
and Netherlands (5.8 M tonnes in total, in that 3.6 M tonnes from Netherland to Poland, 2.2 M tonnes from
Poland to Netherlands), as well as goods in transit relations - especially in relation to USA and China
import/export and goods in transit to other North Sea Range hubs: Hamburg, Bremerhaven or Antwerp (0.7
M tonnes).

30.89% of total Polish-Netherlands trade is carried by maritime transport, 68.07 % by road transport
and only 1.04% by rail.
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From the Netherlands to Poland:

From Poland to the Netherlands:

 3.6 million tonnes per year:

 2.2 millio ntonnes per year:

 0.05 M tonnes by rail transport

 • 0.09 M tonnes by rail transport

 1.64 M tonnes by maritime transport
 1.89 M tonnes by road

 • 0.12 M tonnes by maritime transport

Improving service quality in the corridor
Most of the rail container services fulfil current market expectations and offer two-days-carriage on
average or maximum 3 days. All maritime connections pass through few other ports or go directly, thus
offering relative short transit time (from 3 to 6 days). So that aspect does not need much improvement. In
addition, the existing schedules are quite dense and can be modified on short notice when required.
The question of vessel’s speed also seems to be of less importance in that context. The strong
correlation between speed and marine engine fuel consumption (similar to the logarithmic function) - and,
concomitant cost increases - indicates rather the advantage of slow steaming and increasing of accessibility,
instead of increasing vessels’ speed.
Improvement of service quality on the maritime connection between Rotterdam and Poland can
mainly be achieved in the following ways:
 IT-solutions involvement,

 Direct shipments (without transit ports),

 Unification of rail track standards (voltage, safety systems etc.),
 Improving rail track capacity,

 Improving rail service capacity in the port of Rotterdam,

 Rationalization of IWW between Rotterdam and Duisburg,
 Kiel Canal modernization.

Last proposal refers to the infrastructure network, but may have serious impact on the re-routing
(from the alternatively used Danish Strait via Great Belt) or ensuring operation without shutdowns or part-
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time breaks. Now the uncertainty of Kiel Canal route leads shipping owners to ad hoc re-routing because of
some unexpected (or planned) canal exclusion.

Increasing capacity of the corridor
The corridor is equipped with rail, maritime, road and inland waterway infrastructure and services,
starting from Rotterdam, which is the largest logistic and industrial hub in Europe. The port and industrial
complex stretches over a length of 42 kilometres and covers some 12,603 hectares (including Maasvlakte 2),
in which 7,791 ha of land and 4,812 ha water area. With 5 deepsea and 3 shortsee terminals, 18 empty
depots, breakbulks terminals, 6 roll-on/roll off terminals and 20 other general cargo, Rotterdam throughout
reached 387 million tonnes of goods in 2009, making it the largest seaport in Europe. The port owns this
position thanks to its excellent accessibility from the sea, the hinterland connections and the many
businesses and organisations active in and for the port and industrial area.
The flow of goods on the Rotterdam-Poland route is served by several operators, including land
connections (Table 1) and maritime lines (table 2).
The above listed direct relations can be fully and flexible completed by many rail connections between
Duisburg and surrounding inland terminals (Herne, Neuss-Hessentor, Cologne-Eifeltor or Marl-Huels) in East
directionand a lot of IWW shipping lines to the port of Rotterdam via Rhine.
The Rotterdam – Poland relation is however best connected via shipping lines – ocean and feeder. As
we can see from the tab. 2, the indicative capacity of maritime corridor between Rotterdam and Poland
(where the majority of feeder traffic goes via port of Gdynia, and all ocean traffic ends in Gdańsk) reaches
approximately 500 thousand TEU per year. This volume can be treated as existing, real capacity for potential
shifting to maritime transport without any other problems or additional actions.
Beside the well-developed Rotterdam-Poland connections, there are still missing links in the North Sea
–Baltic Corridor:
 a Rail Baltic 1435 mm gauge direct line from Tallinn to the Lithuanian/Polish border,
 Lithuanian/Polish border to Bialystok upgrade,
 Warsaw – Bialystok upgrade,

 the cross-border operational systems, such as ERTMS (European Rail Traffic Management System) for
rail and ITS (Intelligent Transport Systems) for road.
Another problem is the necessity of developing the traffic management systems along the corridor and
development of multimodal connections with the ports.
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Table 1: Land connections in the Rotterdam-Poland corridor (Source: own research).
Operator

Terminal of loading

Terminal of discharge

ERS Railways

Rotterdam RSC

Swarzędz (Poznań)

Type of train
Kombi (container +
trailer) block train

Europort
Maasvlakte
ERS Railways

Rotterdam RSC

Warsaw Cargosped CT

Kombi (container +
trailer) block train

Europort
Maasvlakte
PCC Intermodal

Polzug

Rotterdam RSC

Rotterdam RSC

BrzegDoln – Gliwice

Container train

Kutno - Moscow

Container train

Gądki (Poznań)

Container train

Europort

Container train

Maasvlakte

Container train

Hupac

Antwerp Combinant

SławkówEuroterminal

Container train

Hupac

Antwerp Combinant

BASF Schwarzheide – Gądki

Container train

(Poznań) - Warsaw
Hupac

Rotterdam RSC via

Gądki (Poznań)

Container train

DUSS – Pruszków (Warsaw)

Container train

Wrocław (Polzug CT)

Container train

Ludwigshafen
Kombiverkehr

Rotterdam: ECT Delta
/ APM

Kombiverkehr

Rotterdam: ECT Delta
/ APM

Kombiverkehr

Rotterdam RSC

DUSS – Pruszków (Warsaw)

Container train

Kombiverkehr

Rotterdam RSC

Wrocław (Polzug CT)

Container train
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Table 2: Maritime connections in the Rotterdam-Poland corridor (Source: won research).
Operator – name of the service

Route (terminals)

APL – Poland Express (PEX)

Bremenhaven – Hamburg – Gdynia – Bremenhaven

CMA CGM – FAS Baltic Feeder (Loop 2)

Hamburg – Bremenhaven – Gdynia – Hamburg

CMA CGM – FAS Danbot Feeder 2

Hamburg – Fredericia – Copenhagen – Halmstad – Szczecin
– Hamburg

CMA CGM – FAS Klaipeda Feeder

Hamburg – Gdańsk – Klaipeda – Hamburg

Eimskip – Blue Line

Reykjavik – Rotterdam – Fredrikstad – Świnoujście –
Helsingborg – Aarhus – Reykjavik

Hapag-Lloyd – Russia Express Service

Bremenhaven – Hamburg – Gdynia – St. Petersburg –
Helsinki – Gdynia – Bremenhaven

Unifeeder – Polish Service 1

Hamburg – Bremenhaven – Szczecin – Gdynia – Hamburg

Unifeeder – Polish Service 2

Hamburg – Bremenhaven – Gdynia – Gdańsk – Hamburg

Unifeeder – Polish Service 3

Rotterdam (APM, ECT Delta, ECT City, ECT Euromax, RST,
Uniport) –Szczecin (CDB) – Gdynia (BCT, GCT0 – Klaipeda
(KCT, Smelte) – Rotterdam

Unifeeder - Polish Service 4

Rotterdam – Riga – Gdynia – Gdańsk – Rotterdam

OOCL – Scan Baltic Express 1

Rotterdam -Antwerp -St. Petersburg – Gdynia – Hamburg –
Gdynia – St. Petersburg – Rotterdam

MSC - Loop 4

Rotterdam (ECT Delta) – Bremerhaven (MSC, NTB) – Gdynia
(GCT) – Klaipeda (KCT) – Bremerhaven (MSC) – Rotterdam
(ECT Delta)

Seago Line (Maersk Group) AE10 feeder

Rotterdam (ADM) – Bremerhaven (NTB) – Gdańsk DCT

Seago Line – Baltics and Finnish Gulf

Bremenhaven – Gdańsk – Gdańsk – Ust-Luga – St.

service

Petersburg – Gdańsk – Kaliningrad – Gdańsk – Helsinki –
Hamina/Kotka – Bremenhaven

Team Lines – POL 3

Hamburg – Gdynia - Hamburg

Mann Lines – Service 2

Rotterdam (RSC) – Gdynia (GCT) – Baltijsk/Kaliningrad –
Riga – Rotterdam

Seago Line – Atlantic Sea

Casablanca – Agadir, Rotterdam – Bremenhaven – St.
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Petersburg – Gdańsk – Bremenhaven – Antwerp –
Casablanca
Maersk Line – AE10

China – Rotterdam – Bremenhaven – Gothenurg – Gdańsk

Designation and measurement of potential cargo shifts
Potential cargo shifting can be realized in two ways. First one concerns the process of cargo
unitization (into containers or other intermodal units). The second one consist in the modal split of the
international trade.
Nowadays, total trade between Poland and Netherland (including import from the rest of the world via
port of Rotterdam to Poland) reaches about 6.0 M tonnes (in both directions, quite geographically balanced).
Slightly more than 1 M tonnes of transported goods are already unitized in container, which gives a yearly
turnover of ca. 141 thou. TEU. Only 25 thou. TEU of that cargo is transported yearly by rail by the PCC
Intermodal serves.
The international trade between Poland and Netherland measured in TEU (by av. weight of 10 tons
per 1 TEU) offers 600,000 TEU yearly in the corridor (without German or other countries’ cargo). But we
cannot forget the unitization factor and the susceptibility for unitization (because not all types of cargo might
be unitized –problems with technical limitations, or at least it pays off their unitization – economical
susceptibility). However, by the assumption of 75% unitization potential, ca. 450.000 TEU could be
consolidated into containers. This means space for additional ca. 310.000 TEU yearly more in the corridor.
However, rail transport will never reach the equal potential capacity as the maritime transport. One
regular container train, operated on regular one-week route, generates 4,160 TEU yearly capacity in one
direction. PCC offers for instance 6 such services, and contribute to the yearly rail capacity with ca. 50.000
TEU.
The majority of freight flows could be shifted to maritime transport. With its current capacity of more
than 500,000 TEU per year it is feasible and understandable.
Next assumption consists in the statement, that all specific type of cargos predestined to maritime
transport (because of the volume, low price or over-sized dimensions) is already going on ships, logically
lead us to the conclusion, that all other cargo which is left for road traffic can be shifted in 100% (form
technical point of view) to rail or waterborne transport, because if it fits on the road it can absolutely enter
the ship. For the analysed corridor it means that 4.04 M. tonnes of cargo (not going on ships at the moment)
can be easily shifted to maritime transport, except cargo currently going by rail. Pure shifting potential
reaches therefore ca. 3.9 M tonnes (ca. 390 thou. TEU). The question is however – for what price. And here
comes the problem of the external costs internalization process, which should equal costs for infrastructure
users near the goal: polluter pays.
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Concluding, first indicator shows, that Polish – Netherland trade has quite low unitization factor by ca.
36,2% and might be increased quite easily to the 67%. Secondly, the current market conditions shows that
road transport has a share of 68%. The 30% shifting until 2030 and more than 50% until 2050 - assumed in
the White Paper- means for this corridor respectively: 117,000 TEU to rail/water until 2030 and over 195,000
TEU until 2050. This volume seems to be achievable without any special problems.
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